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ABSTRACT 

Public transport journey planners support a common decision need, and have become 
popular especially with the availability of real-time tracking data for trip planning and the travellers’ 
ubiquitous access to the web. This paper, however, takes a usability perspective. The need for 
assistance in journey planning will vary depending on factors such as the familiarity of the traveller 
with the route or the complexity of the route. Accordingly this paper will suggest a novel, formal 
evaluation approach for the usability of public transport journey planners based on the pragmatic 
information content of journey advice for different traveller categories. The approach is generic and 
can inform the design of intelligent systems as well as provide a measure for the quality of existing 
public transportation journey planners. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

When travellers consult a person seeking direction advice, usually they reveal their level of 
familiarity with the environment by some ways, enabling the expert to respond appropriately. If this 
level of familiarity is not recognized, as is often the case with the information being provided by a 
machine, there can be a significant conflict and frustration in the interaction with the machine. An 
intelligent journey planner should generate route instructions avoiding both, shortfalls and 
overloads in information, to ensure that the provided information matches the information needs. 
This suggests the recognition of this principle at the design stage of the system. 

Accordingly, this paper provides a novel, formal approach to assess the pragmatic 
information content (Frank, 2003a) of a plan provided by a public transport journey planner, 
expecting variances of this measure for the same plan when it is presented to travellers of different 
familiarity with the environment. Such a measure could also inform the design of a journey planner 
that is aware of the traveller’s familiarity with the environment including the public transport system. 
The pragmatic information content of a journey plan is the part of the information that is necessary 
to perform the suggested journey. 

To prove the hypothesis that pragmatic information content varies for different users the 
paper studies the impact of varying prior knowledge of the environment or the public transport 
system on the information need. The study looks at three steps: 

• Locating the traveller, or origin of a journey, and the destination; 

• Apply a multi-modal shortest path algorithm on mixed, interlinked travelling networks; 

• Present the journey information needed by a particular traveller. 

Three user types with different levels of prior knowledge will be modelled to identify the 
differences of information needs: 

• A user who has almost no previous knowledge of the environment and its public transport 
system – called a tourist; 



 

• A user who knows where the stops of the public transport system are, but rarely travels with 
the public transport system – called a resident; 

• A user who knows the system well and only needs run-time information – called an 
(experienced) user of the public transport system. 

In this paper an intelligent system model called Journey Planner will be introduced. It is 
designed to provide all the information needed by the three types of users, not more and not less. 
The advice of this Journey Planner can be compared to advice by any existing public transport 
journey planner, identifying in the existing planner’s advice the missing information, unnecessary 
information, redundant information, and ambiguous information (legs that can be travelled by more 
than one route). Counting these differences from optimal information facilitates a measure of the 
quality of an existing public transport journey planner. This suggested approach will be tested for 
three travel routes to demonstrate its applicability to obtain a quantified judgment of the information 
provided. 

The next section will summarize relevant previous work about route descriptions. Section 3 
introduces the approach that aims to generate route instructions of (just) the pragmatic information 
content needed by a particular user type. In Section 4, route instructions will be generated for three 
selected routes with different levels of complexity. Section 5 compares these route instructions with 
the results obtained from a commercial public transport journey planner. Section 6 will discuss 
findings and identify future questions. Section 7 will conclude the paper.  

 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Communication in Route Description 

For most people, journey planning is a routine activity. This task may be accomplished in a 
hierarchical road system(Timpf, Volta, Pollock, & Egenhofer, 1992), a pedestrian network 
(Gaisbauer & Frank, 2008), an unfamiliar building (Raubal & Egenhofer, 1998) or the public 
transport system (Ruetschi & Timpf, 2004a; Tenbrink & Winter, 2009). Journey planning is 
essential before embarking on the journey. It gives answers to questions such as ‘which direction’, 
‘how long’, or ‘when’. In cases where travellers ask for advice, a planner generates and 
communicates route descriptions. Public transport journey planning is a perfect example to 
illustrate the challenges of this communication: it involves multiple modes of transportation(Timpf & 
Heye, 2002), the travellers need to find their way in different kinds of environments (Ruetschi & 
Timpf, 2004a), and besides spatial information also temporal information is crucial for travelling the 
journey. 

Journey information is needed in varying levels of spatial granularity. Timpf et al. (1992) 
proposed that journey plans are generated hierarchically using multiple levels of abstraction of a 
road network. They identified a planning level, an instructional level and a driving level. The spatial 
granularity of the underlying cognitive spatial representation is increasing with each level. 
Variations of spatial granularity have also been observed in verbal route instructions given by 
humans, who are more flexible than journey planners in language generation (Tenbrink & Winter, 
2009). Time information, as a crucial parameter when travelling with public transport systems, is 
also subject to variable granularity (Tenbrink & Winter, 2010).  

Communicated route descriptions will encounter some partial knowledge of the environment 
in the recipient’s mind. In human communication speaker and recipient will adapt to shared 
knowledge about the structure of the environment, and their route descriptions are structured on 
the elements they both know of (Tomko & Winter, 2009). However, most of the current navigation 
services assume their users have no previous knowledge, which violates the principle of relevance 
(Richter, Tomko, & Winter, 2008). The challenge is how to adapt the previous knowledge of the 
users into the communication between user and machine.  
Journey planning is realized mostly on weighted graphs that abstract travel opportunities in the real 
world. Graphs consist of edges connecting nodes, and both elements can be weighted. Graphs are 
suited representations for environments such as street space or public transport means, i.e., on 
coarser scales of abstraction. At finer levels of abstraction some environments do not lend 
themselves to be represented as graphs, such as halls in train stations. Ruetschi and Timpf call 



 

this kind of space scene space (2004a). Scene space can be modelled as schematic geometry, 
which defines the spatial and functional relations of the space’s elements by putting them into a 
partial order (Ruetschi & Timpf, 2004b). Another attempt of navigating in spaces lacking of network 
structures was performed by Wuersch and Caduff (2005), who proposed generating pedestrian 
routes in street space as sequences of waypoints detached from the street network. 
 
2.2 Information in a Route Description 

The theory of Shannon and Weaver (1949) is widely used to measure the size of message; it 
measures the amount of data in bits. However, when a message is conveyed, it is possible that the 
message can be understood even from parts of the content only. Frank defined this necessary 
information in a message the pragmatic information content (Frank, 2003a). It concentrates on the 
effect a message has, not the size of this message: two messages of different sizes can have the 
same pragmatic information content. In the context of journey planning, the messages should be 
assessed by their pragmatic information content rather than their size because for travellers the 
various route descriptions enabling them to travel the same journey will be of the same value to 
them with regard to decision making, but will annoy if they are distracting by too much detail.  

People interpret the meaning of the message conveyed, and Grice has set up some 
pragmatic principles supporting an effective communication such as be brief and be relevant 
(Grice, 1957). People’s understanding of a message is based on the context in which the 
communication happens, of which the receiver’s previous knowledge is part of (Tomko & Winter, 
2009). As a consequence, pragmatic information content is depending on the situation and context 
(Frank, 2003a). 
 

3 METHODOLOGY 

A journey planner generates route descriptions to support travelling from A to B. Public 
transport journey planners should consider different modes of travelling, including the walking from, 
to or between stops or platforms, and the modalities within the network such as bus, tram, and 
train. This section aims to generate route descriptions that are both providing comprehensive 
information and avoiding unnecessary content for different contexts, or user categories. This model 
can be used as a benchmark for the design of public transport journey planners or also for 
evaluating existing journey planners. The model will consist of knowledge of the environment 
(datasets), user categories formed by their level of prior knowledge of the environment, and 
accordingly, the identified (pragmatic) information needs of users in these categories. 

 
3.1 Modelling the Travelling Environment 

The process of producing route descriptions using natural language generation generally 
involves three steps: 1) collecting spatial and temporal data; 2) generating a route; 3) generating a 
verbal description of the route (Dale, Geldof, & Prost, 2005). For multi-modal journeys the required 
spatial and temporal data capturing the base knowledge about the different modes and 
environments can be categorized into datasets of different levels of abstraction, spatial granularity, 
and data types. 

 
3.1.1 Dataset 1: A Cartesian Embedding of the other Datasets 

Objects in the world can be represented in several ways to support different decisions. A 
representation embedded in a Cartesian coordinate system can be used to determine absolute 
locations in space, geodesic distances, lengths, or to apply other geometric operations such as 
computing the centroid of an area (Table 1). 

 
3.1.2 Dataset 2: The Interconnected Topological Networks of Bus, Tram and Train Lines 

The interconnected network of the various modes of a public transport system can be 
represented as a graph in which the edges (called links here) correspond to the service routes and 



 

the nodes correspond to the stops and the interchanges that connect the services (Table 2). That 
means there are two types of nodes in this representation (Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 
1977; Ruetschi & Timpf, 2004a): 

• Interchanges are complex nodes for a public transport system, where several lines come 
together and various transfer possibilities within the system exist.  

• Stops are nodes that are typically serviced by only one line and no transfer options exist. 

Two nearby stops can be combined as an interchange if there is no clear public transport 
network structure between them. 
 

Table 1: Features of Dataset 1, and examples 
 

Features Examples 
Point: (x, y) location of the user, public 

transport node, ticket booth 

Line: (x1, y1), (x2, y2) street segment, train track 
Polygon: (x1, y1), (x2, y2), 
…, (xn, yn)=(x1, y1) 

campus, square, train station 

 
Table 2: Features of Dataset 2, and examples 

 
Features Examples 
Nodes A public transport transit hub, consisting of a 

railway station and a tram interchange in front of 
the station (interchange). 
A bus stop along a suburban street (stop) 

Links tram route segments, bus route segments 
 

3.1.3 Dataset 3: The Timetable 

Temporal information is needed to adjust to the schedules of the various means of transport. 
The total travel time consists of walking times, waiting times, and travel times on board of public 
transport services, and only the walking time is independent from schedules. 

  
Temporal information does not exist separately; it is an attribute of the networks discussed 

before. Temporal information can be provided in form of durations (e.g., for walking along a road) 
or as time stamps (e.g., for a train departure from a platform).  
 

3.1.4 Dataset 4: The Pedestrian Network outside the Public Transport Nodes 

This dataset contains the knowledge to prepare route descriptions from the origin of a 
journey to the access node of the public transport system, from the egress node to the destination, 
and if needed for bridging between two nodes. This network is also represented as a topological 
graph (Table 3). The nodes of the graph are the waypoints (Wuersch & Caduff, 2005), or potential 
decision points for the walker. Links connect the waypoints. 

 
Table 3: Features of Dataset 4, and examples 

 
Features Examples 
Nodes Traffic light, crosswalk, main entrance of a train 

station, bus stop platform  
Links Walkable street space between waypoints 



 

 
 

3.1.5 Dataset 5: The Schematic Geometry of the Stops and Interchanges 

Besides finding the way along the public transport network, the travellers also need 
information to find their way within the nodes of the network when arriving, leaving or transferring. 
This perspective is taking a finer level of abstraction (granularity), introduced above as scene 
space. This dataset will model and store the scene space of the public transport nodes. 
 

According to Table 4, scene space (Ruetschi & Timpf, 2004a) consists of six cognitive 
schemata (collection, region, room, gateway, unconscious link and item). Room, region and 
collection are the schemata that could contain other elements. E.g., in route descriptions a platform 
area (collection) could contain a platform (region) and a subway (gateway). A public transport stop 
consists only of two platforms, but for an interchange more objects are involved. The schemata are 
modelled into a partial order that represents their hierarchical relations in the real world (Ruetschi & 
Timpf, 2004b). 

 
Table 4: Features of Dataset 5, and examples 

 
Features Examples 
Collection Train station 
Region Platform, tram stop 
Room Hall 
Gateway Main entrance, elevator, foot bridge 
Unconscious 
link 

The transition between two platforms when 
they are not physically separated 

Item Customer service booth 
 
3.2 The Users of Public Transport Systems 

A public transport journey planner aims to provide only the information required by a 
particular user must consider the prior knowledge of this user. A person who travels frequently on a 
public transport system would have different information needs from a tourist who travels with the 
system for the first time. The users’ prior knowledge corresponds to Datasets 1-5 answers different 
questions relate to the journey planning strategy. The following sentences are the typical questions 
of the 5 kinds: 
 Dataset 1: I need to travel from a place called A. Where is it on the map? 
 Dataset 2: What is the fastest travel mode between interchanges B and C? 
 Dataset 3: When is the next train service on Platform 1? 
 Dataset 4: Which street should I take to walk to interchange B? 
 Dataset 5: How can I walk from Platform 1 of Train Station D to Tram Stop D? 

 
To capture the differences of the information needs, potential users will be classified into 

three types based on their prior spatial knowledge of the environment. We distinguish a tourist, a 
resident and an avid public transport user.  

• The tourist represents the type of users who have no prior knowledge of the area they are 
travelling in. I.e. they only know the place names they are going to travel between. 

• The resident has the spatial knowledge outside the public transport system: they know the 
locations of the nodes of the system, also are familiar with the street network around the 
public transport nodes (Datasets 1 and 4). Compare to the tourist, the resident does not 
need the walking instructions before entering the public transport system. 

• The avid user has knowledge about both inside and outside of the public transport network 
(Datasets 1, 2, 4 and 5). What this type of traveller needs from a journey planner is the 
temporal information of the public transport services to adjust their travels (Dataset 3).  



 

Table 5 shows the prior knowledge each user type has. We further assume that the Journey 
Planner possesses all the datasets. 
 

Table 5: Categories of user types based on their prior knowledge. 
 

The travelling 
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Dataset 1 Yes No Yes Yes 
Dataset 2 Yes No No Yes 
Dataset 3 Yes No No No 
Dataset 4 Yes No Yes Yes 
Dataset 5 Yes No No Yes 

 
In the real world travellers could have varying knowledge along the route. For example, a 

traveller can be familiar with an environment for a part of the journey and unfamiliar for another 
part. In this paper, travellers are assumed to belong to one type along the whole trip, without loss 
of generality. 
 
3.3 The Journey Planning Strategy 

Of concern is here only the planning of the public transport journey planner. The journey 
planner has complete knowledge, and hence should be able to compute an optimal journey. The 
users may apply different planning strategies, depending on their level of prior knowledge, but the 
journey planner’s route descriptions should enable each of them to travel the optimal journey. 

A few stages of the planning process will be highlighted here. 
 

3.3.1 Pinpointing the Origin and Destination 

A journey planner must understand a user’s specifications of an origin and destination, in 
addition to other specifications such as departure or arrival time and further criteria. People provide 
these specifications in common language, i.e., origin and destination in place descriptions. Place 
descriptions can come with different spatial granularities, and the journey planner must be able to 
perform a dialog to refine origin and destination to map-matched (White, Bernstein, & Kornhauser, 
2000) points on the pedestrian network such that a route description between these two points will 
satisfy the wayfinding information needs of the traveller. Among the three user types, Resident and 
Avid user would be able to locate the origin and destination of their travel plan based on Dataset 3, 
which they have as previous knowledge. This locating work is a challenge only for Tourist (“to the 
University of Melbourne, please”), but this problem is outside the scope of this paper.  

 
3.3.2 Applying a Multimodal Shortest Path Algorithm 

The planner’s complete knowledge is in separate datasets, at different levels of abstraction, 
and posing different shortest path problems. Overall the problem is a multi-modal shortest trip 
problem, with some parts (walking) being time-independent (Dijkstra, 1959) and other parts (public 
transport services) time-dependent (Cooke & Halsey, 1966). To find an overall optimal solution the 
networks can be amalgamated from the three datasets. The pedestrian network (Dataset 4) 
connects the public transport network (Dataset 2) by nodes; the timetables of public transport 
service (Dataset 3) are the attributes of the public transport network.  

Figure 1 shows the outcomes of a multimodal shortest path algorithm to find the optimal 
travelling route. The generated elements can be used to generate route descriptions for all 
networks except the space in interchanges. 

The default optimal route equals to the shortest travel time for departing immediately. Further 
optimization criteria can be given such as cheapest trip, least walking time, or least transfers. 



 

 
 

Figure 1: Applying a multimodal shortest path algorithm. 
 

3.3.3 Route Descriptions in Interchanges 

This stage is performed based on Dataset 5, in which the public transport nodes are 
modelled by schematic geometry. To link the pedestrian network with the public transport networks 
virtual links are introduced to cover the spaces in public transport nodes where no network 
information is known (Dataset 5). Between the six types of objects, a room, a region and a 
collection are the schemata that could contain other elements. Other types of objects such as item 
and gateway could be contained by a room or a region. For instance, a platform area (collection) 
would contain a platform (region) and the subway (gateway). These containment relations can be 
modelled hierarchically. Route planning, as well as generating route descriptions, depends only on 
this hierarchical structure, such that the only available distance measure is a topological distance 
in a tree. Route descriptions in this environment will consist of sequences of the elements that are 
in an immediate ancestor/descendant relation.  

 
3.4 Generating Pragmatic Route Instructions 

3.4.1 Pragmatic Information Content in Route Descriptions 

The definition of pragmatic information content suggests that even if two route instructions 
are different in the size of the information, as long as they lead the traveller from the origin to the 
destination, they can still be the same in a pragmatic sense (Frank, 2003). This definition has 
implications at two levels for multi-modal route descriptions. At a global level, one can say that two 
route descriptions are the same if they let the travellers arrive at the destination by the arrival time 
of the computed optimal trip (or the user specified desired arrival time). At this level it does not 
matter which route the traveller actually had taken. At the level of the individual legs, of which a 
multi-modal journey is composed, one can say that two route descriptions are the same if they let 
the travellers arrive at the end of the leg in time for continuing with the planned route, no matter 
which route they actually travelled to overcome this leg. 
 
3.4.2 Pragmatic Information Content for Different User types 

Applying this concept to the three user types, each type has different information needs to 
complement their prior knowledge. For example, a resident would only need the information when 
and where the train departs, and can complement the walk from home to the train station from his 
knowledge of the pedestrian network (Dataset 4). In this case he may even choose a different 
walking route that the journey planner would have suggested, and even leave earlier taking a 
longer walking route. As long as he reaches the train the reduced route description was sufficient. 
This is the pragmatic information need of the user types: 

• The tourist needs a description of every part of the computed optimal journey. 

• The resident needs a description of the public transport part of computed optimal journey. 



 

• The avid user of public transport needs only the departure and arrival times of the public 
transport services of the computed optimal route. 

 
3.4.3 Generating User Specific Route Descriptions 

Route descriptions are aggregates of noun phrases and verbs. For this paper the focus is on 
the noun phrases, which are countable and will allow later to measure certain qualities of 
messages. For now, the noun phrases of a route description can be sorted by their corresponding 
source (dataset) to help with the analysis. Tables 6, 7 and 8 list the required pragmatic information 
content for tourists, residents and avid users in terms of noun phrases and source datasets.  

 
Table 6: A tourist’s pragmatic information needs 

 
Source datasets Elements of route instructions 

Dataset 1 Origin, destination 
Dataset 2 Spatial elements of optimal journey, such as access node, 

travel mode, egress node 
Dataset 3 Departure time; arrival time; boarding time(s); riding time(s) 

or off-boarding time(s); waiting time(s); walking time(s) 
Dataset 4 Footpath from origin to access node; footpaths between 

transfer nodes; footpath from egress node to destination 
Dataset 5 Routes in access/transfer/egress nodes 

 
Table 7: A resident’s pragmatic information needs 

 
Source 
datasets 

Elements of route instructions 

Dataset 1  
Dataset 2 Spatial elements of optimal journey, such as access node, 

travel mode, egress node 
Dataset 3 Boarding time(s); riding time(s) or off-boarding time(s); 

waiting time(s) 
Dataset 4  
Dataset 5 Routes in access/transfer/egress nodes 

 
Table 8:  An avid user’s pragmatic information needs 

 
Source 
datasets 

Elements of route instructions 

Dataset 1  
Dataset 2 Spatial elements of optimal and alternative, criteria satisfying 

journeys, such as access nodes, travel modes, egress nodes 
Dataset 3 Boarding time(s); riding time(s) or off-boarding time(s); waiting 

time(s) 
Dataset 4  
Dataset 5  

 
3.5 Addressing the Usefulness of Information 

A journey planner should be designed to provide all the information needed by a particular 
(type of) user, not more and not less. The amount of noun phrases provides a quantitative 
understanding of the spatial information, and terms like more or less can be expressed by counting 
noun phrases. Four terms used to determine the quality or usefulness of the information will be 
addressed: 

• Gaps are needed noun phrases which a journey planner neglects. 



 

• Noise is measured by the provided noun phrases that are not being used to travel by a 
particular user type. 

• Redundancies are provided noun phrases that belong to the pragmatic information content 
(Tables 6-8), but are redundant with other provided noun phrases. 

• Ambiguities are noun phrases of pragmatic information content that may lead to more than 
one travel route. 

 

4 CASE STUDY 

In this section, route planning will be applied to three selected routes to identify optimal route 
descriptions, and to compare them with the provided route descriptions of a commercial journey 
planner. Few services providing public transport planning can cope with multi-modal travelling. One 
of them covering metropolitan Melbourne will be tested in the case study, the web-based journey 
planner of Public Transport Victoria (PTV), providing Victoria’s train, tram and bus services 
including walking from and to any address or landmark. The route calculation for the benchmark 
will also be based on PTV Public Transport Database. 

 
4.1 The Procedure of the Experiment 

For each route, the pragmatic information for tourist, resident and avid user is generated 
(following the forms of Table 6-8). From this collected data differences will be calculated (reported 
in Tables 9-11). If the outcomes from PTV and users’ pragmatic information needs are exactly the 
same, there would be no gaps, noises, redundancies and ambiguities from the description from 
PTV. Otherwise, the differences will be addressed as one of these attributes. 

 
4.2 The Three Chosen Routes 

4.2.1 Route 1 

From Melbourne Central railway station to tram stop University of Melbourne/Swanston St, 
departing after 12:00pm, arriving before 12.10 pm. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The route map for Route 1 provided by PTV 
 

There is no clear pedestrian network structure between the railway station and departing 
tram stop Melbourne Central / Swanston St. Based on the definitions above they will be combined 



 

into an interchange. Thus the journey consists of a walk through the interchange and a short tram 
ride. However, nine tram lines are servicing this ride, and all the lines departing from the tram stop 
Melbourne Central go to the University. This makes it unnecessary to refer to a particular tram line 
number in route descriptions. Figure 2 shows the whole trip of this route provided by PTV. 

 
4.2.2 Route 2 

From Armadale Railway Station to tram stop Williams Road / High Street, departing after 
10:00am, arriving before 10:07am.  

The second route consists of a footpath between the railway station and the tram stop, which 
only takes two minutes to walk. This footpath is part of a shopping mall and no street name can be 
found in the environment. Instead of giving turn-by-turn instructions, our journey planner combines 
these two stops into one interchange and gives a route description based on the elements of the 
schematic geometry of the interchange. Cheel Street will be presented as mall. The red line in 
Figure 3 presents the walking instructions on Cheel Street given by PTV. This map does not show 
the real starting point of the route, which is one of the two exits of the railway station. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: A section of the route map for Route 2 provided by PTV 
 

4.2.3 Route 3 

From University Of Melbourne Parkville Campus (landmark) to 358 Orrong Road, Caulfield 
(address), departing after 2:19pm, arriving before 3:10pm.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Sections of the four walking leg maps for Route 3 provided by PTV 

Comment [S1]: The Journey Planner 
developed in this paper only provides 
‘noun phrases’ as its outcome. As a 
result, only linguistic results from PTV 
are used in the case study. Figure 2-4 
are not part of the case study results. 



 

 
The third route is considerably complex; the journey involves three means of transportation, 

and counting in the walking parts at the beginning and the end of the journey, the journey includes 
four walking legs. The route description given by PTV has four transfer nodes to connect different 
modes of transport. Our journey planner combines the tram stop Flinders St / Swanston St and the 
railway station Flinders Street into an interchange. The other two transfer nodes are connected by 
turn-by-turn instructions in the pedestrian network. Figure 4 contains the four segments of the 
walking instructions; the red lines in two of them do not have corresponded verbal instructions in 
PTV because they are between two transfer nodes. 

 
4.3 The Outcome of PTV and the Journey Planner  

Both PTV and Journey Planner were applied to the three chosen routes. Although PTV 
provides a combination of linguistic and graphic instructions, only the noun phrases from the 
instructions will be considered. The outcome of Journey Planner is also organized as a group of 
noun phrases.  

The following Tables 9-11show the comparison between PTV’s outcome and Tourist’s 
pragmatic information needs for Route 1. In Table 9 and 10, the noun phrases were sorted by the 
elements of 5 datasets following the format of Table 6. The numbers in Table 11 were achieved 
manually by comparing the content of Table 9 and 10. 

 
Table 9: Outcome of PTV for Route 1. 

Involved 
datasets 

Elements of route instructions 

Dataset 1 Origin Point: Stop-8 Melbourne Central Station/Swanston St tram stop; 
Destination Point: Stop-1 University of Melbourne/Swanston St tram 
stop 

Dataset 2 Elements of optimal route:  
(Access node: Stop-8 Melbourne Central Station/Swanston St tram 
stop; 
Travel mode: (Take the Route 1; Take the Route 3/3a; Take the Route 
5; Take the Route 6; Take the Route 8; Take the Route 16; Take the 
Route 64; Take the Route 67; Take the Route 72) 
Egress node: Stop-1 University of Melbourne/Swanston St tram stop) 

Dataset 3 Departure time: 11.55 am; 
Arrival time: 12.06 pm; 
Boarding time: (11.59 am; frequency: 1 minute); 
Riding time: Taking tram for 7 minutes; 
Off boarding time 12.06 pm; 

Dataset 4 None 
Dataset 5 Route in Access node: (Route 1 tram towards Coburg; 

Route 3/3a tram towards Melbourne University; 
Route 5 tram towards Melbourne University; 
Route 6 tram towards Melbourne University; 
Route 8 tram towards Moreland; 
Route 16 tram towards Melbourne University via St Kilda Beach; 
Route 64 tram towards Melbourne University; 
Route 67 tram towards Melbourne University; 
Route 72 tram towards Melbourne University) 
Route in Egress node: (None) 

 
For each user type, three tables are needed to present the comparison between PTV’s 

outcome and the user’s pragmatic information needs. The results for the other two user types can 
be achieved similarly as shown in Tables 9-11. The pragmatic information needs for Resident is 
following the format of Table 7; for Avid user, it is following the format of Table 8.  

The results for Route 2 and Route 3 can be derived similarly. Due to the increase of 
complexity the tables of achieved data will be much larger than the tables presented above. 

 



 

Table 10: Tourist’s pragmatic information needs for Route 1. 
 

Involved 
datasets 

Elements of route instructions 

Dataset 1 Origin Point: Melbourne Central railway station;  
Destination Point: Tram Stop-1 University of Melbourne/Swanston St 

Dataset 2 Elements of optimal route:  
(Access node: Melbourne Central Interchange; 
Travel mode: Take tram; 
Egress node: Tram Stop-1 Melbourne University ;) 

Dataset 3 Departure time: 11.55 am; 
Arrival time: 12.06 pm; 
Boarding time: 11.59 am; 
Riding time(s): Taking tram for 7 minutes; 
Off boarding time: 12.06 pm; 
Walking time(s): Melbourne Central Interchange for 3 minutes; 

Dataset 4 None 
Dataset 5 Route in Access node:  

(Melbourne Central Railway Station; The exit to Swanston Street; Take 
the elevator;  The entrance of Melbourne Central; Tram stop region 
Stop-8 Melbourne Central Station/Swanston St; Stop on west side) 
Route in Egress node: (None) 

 
Table 11: Compare the results from PTV and Tourist’s information needs for Route 1. 

 

 
 

5 RESULTS 

The following Tables 12-14 show the counts for the noun phrases in PTV’s route 
descriptions, which are not adapting to different users’ needs, compared to the length of route 
descriptions designed by users’ needs (Tourists, Residents, and Avid users). In further four 
columns they list the number of noise, gaps, redundancies and ambiguities in PTV’s route 
descriptions. For space limitations the individual route descriptions are not shown here. Each row 
indicates the sum of the attributes for each dataset, i.e. the shadowed rows in Table 11.   

 
5.1 Results from Route 1 

For all three types of users the main difference in the route descriptions is redundancy. This 
is caused by the listing of all nine tram lines. For tourists and residents, the redundancies are 



 

caused by the same group of noun phrases. The other distinct differences are the four gaps for 
tourists. The reason is PTV treats Melbourne Central Railway Station and the tram stop near to it 
as one point, and does not point out the spatial relation between them. For the avid user the 
amount of redundancy is much larger than for the other two types since they have acquired most of 
the information as prior knowledge. 

 
Table 12: PTV’s result and user’s needs for Route 1. 

 

 
 

5.2 Results from Route 2 

The public transport part of this route is relatively simple—only one tram line to connect the 
origin and destination. The main difference between PTV and information needs is the leg from 
origin to the access node. For tourists and residents this leg’s description will be given as a route in 
schematic geometry of the interchange. If this part were presented by turn-by-turn instructions 
(from a pedestrian network) it would lead to more ambiguities due to the open spaces. There are 
seven noun phrases needed, compared to ten provided by PTV.  

 
Table 13: PTV’s result and user’s needs for Route 2. 

 

 



 

5.3 Results from Route 3  

PTV’s description contains four walking legs, but our journey planner has merged one of 
them into an interchange. Both PTV and our journey planner use turn-by-turn instructions in the 
pedestrian network, but PTV does not provide instructions for the legs between transfer points. 
Ambiguities are mostly caused by the unclear definition of start and end points, for example, by 
providing the name of a railway station instead of the entrance of it. 

 
Table 14: PTV’s result and user’s needs for Route 3. 

 

 
 

6 DISCUSSION 

 Parts of the algorithm of the route planning strategy have been well modelled in other 
application cases, such as the Time-independent multimodal shortest path algorithm. 
But for some other parts, the route planning methods have only reached to the 
conceptual level, such as giving the route instructions in a schematic geometry 
model. There are still some obstacles to model the schematic geometry dataset. As a 
matter of that, the model presented in this paper is only a conceptual model. In this 
paper’s experiment, the model was applied manually to the three application cases. 
It is not yet ready to be applied to a large network. How to overcome these principle 
challenges and generate an algorithm in a practical level is what future research 
should head to. 

 
 The numbers correspond to noises, gaps, etc. in Tables 14 are larger than the 

numbers in Table 12 and 13. Intuition suggests that when a route is getting more 
complex, the amount of noise, gaps, redundancies and ambiguities would all 
increase. In the case of Route 3, there is a gap of eleven units at some stage. The 
reason is PTV does not provide walking instruction between two transfer nodes—
walking instructions are only given for the walking legs at the beginning and the end 
of the journey. The result shows that redundancies and ambiguities for PTV’s 
descriptions are likely to appear in this part. Route descriptions given by Journey 
Planner would cover the inside of the public transport nodes, using the model of 
schematic geometry. This improvement of journey planning strategy is one of the 
contributions of our model.  

.  



 

 The identification of an interchange’s elements also needs to be regulated. The 
model developed for this paper combines stops and interchanges with no 
recognizable (substantial) connection in the pedestrian network. From the 
observations of the three chosen routes it can be argued that a simple distance 
threshold is not sufficient. Conditions such as the complexity of the layout or visibility 
should also be considered.  

 
 Time factor is not well investigated in the model. The walking time inside scene 

spaces may be incorrect due to the lack of metrics in scene space or slower 
pedestrian flow in crowded spaces. The time-dependent route planning could 
concern some additional influences. One of the examples is traffic lights along the 
footpaths that require variable waiting times and can prolong walking time.  

 
 At last, the assumption that types of users have a homogeneous spatial knowledge 

over an environment has a few exceptions. For example, even an avid user of public 
transport may not know all nodes in a public transport network, and a resident may 
know nodes better in their home or work area, but less in other areas of the city. With 
types of users is would also be desirable to have adaptive user interfaces. 

7 CONCLUSION  

The paper demonstrates that the need for assistance in journey planning will vary according 
to the familiarity of the traveller with the environment. To this end we have successfully performed 
an experiment in a multi-modal journey planning environment, a public transport system. The 
spatial and temporal knowledge needed to perform the planning task has been formalized into five 
datasets, and further three types of travelling user types have been identified by their prior 
knowledge of these datasets. The paper designs an intelligent journey planner which can generate 
the route descriptions of just the pragmatic information content for these types of users, not more 
and not less.  

To address the quality of the information provided by commercial public transport journey 
planners the paper introduces four terms: gaps, noise, redundancies and ambiguities among the 
noun phrases produced for a route description. With these instruments the public transport journey 
planner in Victoria, PTV, is chosen to test the theory developed from this paper. Three travel routes 
with different complicity are selected. The results show that generally gaps, noise, redundancies 
and ambiguities rise when the journey route gets more complicated. The size of redundancies and 
ambiguities is larger in scene space because of the lack of adaptation of schematic geometry in 
commercial systems.  
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